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•

Investment Overview

• Richmond Neighborhood Housing Services (the Sponsor) is seeking $2,357,700 of Gap Financing to fund the
difference between total development costs of $5,797,700 and total sales proceeds of $3,440,000 for
construction of 7 affordable 3 bedroom for-sale townhomes at 3019 Filbert St, Oakland CA.

• Units will be sold to first time homebuyers with incomes between 100% and 120% of area median area income
(AMI for Oakland is $111,700) at prices ranging from $475,000 to $525,000. The table below presents the
range of sales prices and total sales resulting in an average price of $491,000. Income levels for buyers by
family size are shown on page 10.

• The Sponsor has secured preliminary construction loan commitments from the Community Bank of the Bay for
the amount of total sales proceeds for the 7 townhomes. As the units are sold, the construction loan will be
paid down with mortgage and down-payment proceeds from buyers.
• The Sponsor has existed since 1981 to address the needs of low-income families across the East Bay. Page 13
provides more background on the Sponsor.
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•

Investment Overview continued

• The Sponsor intends to implement a gain-sharing program, described on page 8, which allows buyers to build
wealth from the sale of their unit with incentives to hold their units for the long term. The gap funder will
receive a percentage of profits from the sale of units that declines with time as the percentage of profits for
buyers increases with time.
• The project is one of only 8 pre-qualified projects eligible for funding from the City of Oakland program for
New Construction of Multifamily Affordable Housing. Total funding available in this program is $4,350,000.
The project will file an application for this funding by May 28, 2020 and expects to receive information on the
award of funding by September 1, 2020. More information about this program is available at
https://www.oaklandca.gov/documents/2020-pipeline-new-construction-of-multifamily-affordable-housing-nofa

• Cost estimates for the project are shown on page 6. They are the result of consultation between the architect
and JS Builders, a large general contractor that agreed to provide technical support to the project.
• Construction is expected to start in March 2021 upon receipt of permits from the City of Oakland as shown in
more detail on page 7.
• The architect for the project is NYUDesigns with Paul J. Nyulassie, principal for the project.
(paul@modernprefabhouse.com). More information about NYUDesigns is available at www.digzprefab.com
• Selection of a general contractor to construct the project is in process and is expected to be complete by July 1,
2020.
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Location
• The site is located in West Oakland, CA approximately 1 mile from the Downtown Oakland 19th Street Bart
Station, 1.5 miles from the West Oakland BART station and 1.5 miles from the Oakland Bay Bridget.
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Site
• The Sponsor contracted to acquire the Site in July 2019. The Site is composed of 4 parcels . A parcel merger
map and ALTA Survey has been prepared and is available for review.
• The Site will be subdivided into 7 parcels, one for each house.
• The Sponsor has conducted a Phase I environmental investigation on the Site showing no need for further
environmental analysis
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Project Costs
Project Cost estimates are shown below.
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Project Schedule
•

The Sponsor submitted a development application to the City for the 7 units in December 2019 and is currently processing
an updated application with design modifications responding to comments. Approval of the entitlement is expected in
September. 2020. The table below shows the remaining schedule for construction and sale of the units.
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Gain-Sharing between homeowners and Gap Funder
The Sponsor intends to implement a gain-sharing program with the sale of units that
incentivizes owners of the affordable units to hold the units for the long term for wealth
creation. The gain sharing program addresses the “wealth-gap” that exists for low income
people of color who typically have had limited opportunities to build equity from
homeownership.
The gain sharing program provides the gap funder a return of funds not paid to the owner if
the owner sells quickly.
Current market conditions place the market value of the unit at approximately 2 times the
affordable price. To incentivize a long-term hold by the owners, the Sponsor will record a
deed restriction with each sale which allows owners the profits on sale of the units at an
increasing percentage over time. The deed restriction will also prohibit 2nd mortgages on
the property.
The model on the next page shows how this gain sharing would work based on assumptions
about market value and the rate and which sales could occur.
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Gain-Sharing between homeowners and Gap Funder-continued
The model below shows how the gain sharing would work based on assumptions of 1
buyer selling per year from year 4 thru 7 and 1 buyer per year selling in year 9 thru 11.
In year 1 after purchase, the buyers share of profits from a sale would be 0%. This
percentage would increase by 10% per year until year 11 reaching 100%. During this
ten-year period, the Gap funder would receive the percentage of profits from the sale not
paid to the buyers.
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Sale of units—(This section may benefit from a mortgage price calculator that shows derivation of purchase prices)
•

The Sponsor maintains a list of eligible first-time homebuyers that are qualified to purchase the 7 single family homes in
the 3019 Filbert project. Homebuyers must have incomes between 100% and 120% of income and will qualify for funding
available to the Sponsor for a down payment. Income levels for the buyers are shown in the table below.
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Conceptual Rendering of Planned Development

Front Perspective

Rear Perspective
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Conceptual Rendering of Floor Plans
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Sponsor—Richmond Neighborhood Housing Services
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Oakland Market Overview
• Residential development in Oakland has taken off in the past 3 years with building permits issued for 10,092
units 9,304 of which under construction. In the previous 3 years, only 1,500 units were built. Since 2010, the
Bay Area as a whole has added 722,000 jobs but only 106,000 housing units, creating a massive supply-anddemand imbalance with market rents soaring. The current building boom in Oakland is focused almost
entirely on market rate housing, with only about 700 of the new units at affordable levels.
• Downtown Oakland, in particular, has experienced significant growth in both total employment and total wages
as shown in the graphs below a report by Beacon Economics on Economic Trends in Downtown Oakland.

• The median price for existing single-family homes in the Oakland MSA was $775,500 in 1Q 2016, according to
Marcus and Millichap, 8.3% more than the previous year. According to the U.S. Department of Housing and
Urban Development, the market's median family income was $92,900, an increase of 5.0% from the prior year.
When combining median home price, median family income, interest rates, and the loan-to price ratio into the
housing affordability index, the Oakland MSA ranks as the 199th most affordable single-family market out of
the 211 markets measured nationwide. This will lead to continued demand for rental housing and will cause the
market to realize above average rent growth in the near term.
•
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